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Abstract : 
The orthologue of activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) is 
evolutionally the first enzyme that generates acquired immune diversity. 
Originally, the AID orthologue catalyzed gene conversion (GC) and probably 
somatic hypermutation (SHM). AID began to mediate class switch 
recombination (CSR) only after evolution of frogs. Recent studies revealed 
that the mechanisms for generation of immune and genetic diversity share 
several critical features. Meiotic recombination, VDJ recombination, CSR, 
and SHM all require H3K4 trimethyl histone modification for the target 
specificity. Genetic instability related with dinucleotide or triplet repeats 
depends on DNA cleavage by topoisomerase 1 (Top1) which also initiates DNA 
cleavage in both SHM and CSR. Such common features between AID-induced 
immune diversification and genome instability suggest that AID hijacked the 
basic mechanism for genome instability when AID evolved in jawless fish. It is 
thus difficult for AID to make absolute target specificity to the antigen 
receptor gene. Nonetheless, the risk to introduce genome instability in non-Ig 
loci is tolerable compared to the advantage of protection against pathogens by 
enormous Ig diversification by AID. 
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